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ABSTRACT

Among MODIS products (freely available to the scientific community from 2001), albedo data (MCD43B3) are 16 days composites at 1km spatial resolution, widely used for various applications in climate models, but which still remains difficult to validate. The objective of this study is to propose a method to validate these products with high spatial and temporal resolution data. 31 FORMOSAT-2 images acquired over a small region in the South-Eastern France at 8m for spatial resolution were aggregated at MODIS resolution using a Point Spread Function. The correlation coefficient resulting from comparisons between albedo MODIS and the 1-km FORMOSAT-2 albedos varied from 0.93 to 0.98, which show reasonably accurate results for this study area.

Index Terms— albedo, high resolution, aggregation, MODIS validation

1. INTRODUCTION

Land surface broadband albedo is a critical variable affecting the Earth’s climate. It has been well recognized that surface albedo is among the main radiative uncertainties in current climate modeling. The NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) program provides series of high-level land surface products including albedo at 1 km spatial resolution on a 16 day cycle derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) reflectances [1]. These data are very useful for various operational applications since they are pre-processed, free and readily available to the scientific community. However, validation of such products still remains problematic because ground point-based measurements are not suitable for direct comparisons with coarse or middle spatial resolution satellite data over heterogeneous landscapes. Individual point-based measurements may not be representative of the surrounding area, unless the landcover, substrate, etc., in the region are reasonably homogeneous [2].

To deal with such problem, the point data can be aggregated to high-resolution images for a first step of the validation, and then compared with coarser resolution images, such as MODIS [3]. A common misconception is that the observational footprint of a sensor is the geometric projection of a rectangular pixel onto the Earth's surface [4]. The footprint rather depends on the instrument's Point Spread Function (PSF), which describes how the electromagnetic radiation coming from a point source is spread over the image plane as it is recorded by the imaging instrument [5]. MODIS is a whiskbroom scanner whose integration time as the rotating mirror scans the Earth is nearly a whole detector width [8] causing much higher spatial inter-pixel correlation in the cross-track direction than in the along-track direction. The large cross-track size of the MODIS PSF is caused by the image motion blur at each pixel. Susaki et al. (2007) [9] conducted a validation of MODIS albedo products of paddy fields in Japan, by comparing them with point-based albedo and 1-km ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) and ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus) aggregated albedo using the PSF. The accuracy of MODIS albedo products obtained for paddy fields was within approximately 0.026 by absolute value and 15.1% by relative value. The objective of this study is to propose a similar approach to validate the MODIS albedo product from the use of high spatial and temporal resolution data acquired on various surface types.
2. METHODS AND DATA

To overcome the difficulty of the scaling problem, high-resolution images were aggregated through PSF of MODIS. The optimum PSF of MODIS was first assessed. Thirty one cloud free images of FORMOSAT2 (28x24 km scan with a pixel of 8m for spatial resolution, www.astrium-geo.com/en/160-formosat-2) were acquired from March to October 2006 with a constant viewing angle over a small region called “La Crau”, located in the lower Rhône Valley, South Eastern France (Fig1). La Crau is mainly a flat area which presents a wide variety of surfaces including dry and irrigated grasslands, wetlands and various crops. Climate is typically Mediterranean. The largest part of the high resolution image is covered by a specific dry grass ecosystem (locally termed ‘coussouls’), which represents the only dry ecosystem in Europe. It corresponds to a large and flat stony area of more than 7400 hectares at the center of the Crau area.

The FORMOSAT area is included into an unique MODIS tile (i.e., h18v04). About 10 x 21 equivalent MODIS pixels were finally considered for albedo comparison after aggregation, and geometric fittings.

As no measurements were made on water and urban areas to validate estimation of FORMOSAT albedo, mean typical values computed from MODIS data at each date and were considered into the FORMOSAT scenes for thiese specific landuse classes to look for the PSF.

Actual albedo MODIS was estimated from directional hemispherical albedo (black-sky albedo, BSA) and bi-hemispherical albedo (white-sky albedo, WSA) in the shortwave spectral range, and a fraction of diffuse skylight (S), which varies according to optical depth at 550nm τ(λ), θ the solar zenith angle, and λ the wavelength.

\[
\text{Albedo}_{\text{MODIS}} = (1 - S(\theta, \tau(\lambda))) \times \text{Albedo}_{\text{BSA}} + S(\theta, \tau(\lambda)) \times \text{Albedo}_{\text{WSA}}
\]  

(2)

Data from MODIS spectroradiometer on board Terra and Aqua satellites were used, providing images at a spatial resolution of 1 km and a temporal resolution of 8 days. Quality assurance information from MOD43 was also considered.

Note that albedo MODIS is created using a combination of data from different bands, leading to a particular PSF. MODIS PSF becomes triangular when integrated during the time necessary to record one measurement. The specific characterization of albedo MODIS’s PSF was carried out in this study. The PSF, modeled as a Gaussian-like shape (fig 3), was characterized by the value of its Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM), both in the cross-track (x) and along-track (y) coordinates in the object space.
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**Fig 3.** Definition of FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) on the the Gaussian like shape, used to model PSF.

### 3. RESULTS

Figure 4 shows the comparison between original albedo maps acquired at 8-m (by FORMOSAT-2) and 1-km (by MODIS) spatial resolution, and the 1-km aggregated map through the PSF for one date: June 11th 2006. Figure 5 displays the corresponding correlation obtained between these two images.

The accuracy appears satisfactory. A slight overestimation is observed for low values of MODIS albedo compared to FORMOSAT estimations. These points corresponded to water areas where mean values were taken because no measurements were available for validation.
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**Fig 4.** Albedo maps acquired on June 11th, 2006 over the Crau area, south-eastern France, corresponding to estimates from (a) FORMOSAT-2 (8 m spatial resolution), calculated following the Narrow-To-Broadband conversion method; (b) FORMOSAT-2 data aggregated from 8 m to 1000 m using the PSF from MODIS; (c) MODIS product MCD43B3 (1 km).
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**Fig 5.** Comparison between albedo MODIS product MCD43B3 (1 km) and 1 km aggregated albedo obtained through PSF of MODIS using FORMOSAT-2 data (8 m original spatial resolution). Data from images acquired on June 11th, 2006 over the Crau area, south-eastern France. Are also indicated the performances in terms of bias (ME), absolute (RMSEA) and relative (RMSE_R).

Figure 6 shows the variability of the correlation coefficients obtained between MODIS and FORMOSAT aggregated area at 1 km for different FWHM values in x and y obtained for the 29 June 2006.
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**Fig 6.** Evolution of the correlation coefficient as a function of the FWHM size along the X and Y axis. Values from the (XLHR,YLHR) (up lower) position giving the maximum correlation coefficient.

The best performances obtained for MODIS were for PSFs with $FWHM_x$ varying from 1400 m to 2360 m, and with $FWHM_y$ from 920 to 1640 m as shown in figure 7.
Fig 7. Characterisation of the PSF giving the optimum correlation coefficient for June 11th 2006 according to Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), both in the cross-track (x) and along-track (y) coordinates.

The correlation coefficient resulting from the comparisons between albedo MODIS and the 1-km FORMOSAT-2 albedos obtained for all the studied dates varied from 0.926 to 0.992, which is quite good. The analysis of all images shows a bias varying from -0.008 to +0.008, and an absolute (RMSE$_A$) and relative (RMSE$_R$) Root Mean Square Error from ±0.004 to ±0.011 (and from 2% to 7%, respectively).

4. CONCLUSION

These results show that MODIS albedo products are reasonably accurate for our study area, and can be used in various models to estimate evapotranspiration at regional scale for example. The methodology presented here could be equally useful for other validation sites and/or validating similar land surface products of other environmental satellite systems. Validating these free land surface products is important because their accuracy is critical for the scientific community for various applications. Any feedback from the validation activity helps also and improves the generation of these products.
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